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Summary 

A persistent question in evolutionary biology is how complex phenotypes evolve, and whether 

phenotypic transitions are reversible. Multiple losses of floral pigmentation have been documented 

in the angiosperms but color re-gain has not yet been described, supporting that re-gain is unlikely. 

Pollinator-mediated selection in Petunia has resulted in several color shifts, comprised of both losses 

and gains of color. The R2R3-MYB transcription factor AN2 has been identified as a major locus 

responsible for shifts in pollinator preference. Whereas the loss of visible color has previously been 

attributed to repeated pseudogenization of AN2, here we describe the mechanism of an 

independent re-gain of floral color via AN2 evolution. In P. secreta, purple color is restored through 

the improbable resurrection of AN2 gene function from a non-functional AN2-ancestor by a single 

reading frame-restoring mutation. Thus, floral color evolution in Petunia is mechanistically 

dependent on AN2 functionality, highlighting its role as a hotspot in color transitions and a 

speciation gene for the genus. 
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In Brief 

Floral color is a crucial signal to attract pollinators. The R2R3-MYB transcription factor AN2 is a 

hotspot for color evolution in Petunia. Esfeld, Berardi, Moser et al. document the resurrection of 

AN2 from a pseudogene background that led to the re-gain of purple pigmentation in Petunia 

secreta.  

 

Highlights 

 The R2R3-MYB transcription factor AN2 is a hotspot for evolutionary change 

 Resurrection of AN2 by a 2-bp deletion during reversal to bee-pollination 

 Complex trait modified by two regulatory mutations of large effect 

 Trait reversal is possible in recent radiations 
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Introduction 

There is accumulating evidence for mutations of large phenotypic and fitness effect as the major 

driver of adaptation and speciation, in contrast to historically favored theory where infinite numbers 

of small effect mutations drive evolution and speciation [1, 2], but see [3]. While mutations of small 

phenotypic effect are typically difficult to identify, with present technology those of large 

phenotypic effect can be identified more easily. This provides an opportunity to study the molecular 

mechanisms underlying evolutionary changes in complex traits. Trait evolution is often directional 

[4], and in particular trait reversal is thought to be rare. This is the essence of Dollo’s second law, 

which states that the loss of a complex trait will rapidly become irreversible [5, 6].  

Pollinator-mediated speciation provides an evolutionary scenario in which combinations of 

polygenic traits, known as pollination syndromes, are under strong selection, providing a natural 

system in which to look for mutations and loci of evolution. Evolutionary shifts in pollination systems 

have been observed frequently and are marked by changes in pigmentation, scent, nectar, and floral 

morphology. Such adaptations to pollinators are thought to have driven the remarkable floral 

diversity of the angiosperms and are accompanied by lineage splitting [7-11]. However, changes in a 

single floral trait can be enough to strongly alter pollinator preference, with color being no exception 

[12-16]. The color of a flower advertises the presence of a reward to a prospective pollinator and is 

therefore crucial in plant-pollinator interactions. Bees, for example, are attracted by pink, yellow or 

purple flowers and avoid red ones, whereas red flowers are associated with bird-pollination [17-19]. 

Patterns of UV color can give pollinator guidance on where to find a reward on the flower [20]. 

Additionally, whole flowers being either completely UV-absorbent or UV-reflective can influence 

nighttime pollinator preference between “human-white” flowers [16].  

The majority of angiosperms use flavonoids for floral pigmentation, with anthocyanins contributing 

to visible color and flavonols being responsible for UV color. Flavonoids are synthesized as part of a 

complex network of phenylpropanoids that includes a large variety of primary and secondary 

compounds such as lignins, volatile signals, developmental regulators, and defense compounds [21]. 

Flavonoid biosynthesis has been studied in great detail, with core enzymes and transcriptional 

regulators characterized in many taxa [21, 22]. In the flavonoid pathway, the last common 

substrates of anthocyanins and flavonols are the dihydroflavonols (Figure 1). FLS action yields the 

flavonols, whereas anthocyanins are produced by the sequential action of DFR and ANS and are 

further modified by six enzymes which produce the orange-red, magenta, or blue end products (for 

details, see Figure 1, [21]). In eudicots, the pathway is regulated by a complex of bHLH, WD40, and 
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MYB transcription factors that targets the pathway genes in early and late sets, with MYB 

transcription factors yielding spatial and temporal specificity [23-25].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Flavonoid pathway in Petunia. (A) Schematic representation of the flavonoid biosynthetic 
pathway genes with transcription factors MYB-FL and AN2 (circled). Transcription factor MYB-FL 
induces FLS, whereas AN2 activates DFR and downstream anthocyanin biosynthetic genes. (B) 
Depiction of the Petunia flavonoid biosynthetic pathway where flavonol (UV color) as well as 
anthocyanin (visible color) pigments are produced (division indicated by the dashed arrows). DHK, 
DHQ, and DHM are the last common dihydroflavonol precursors to both flavonols and anthocyanins. 
Dihydroflavonols are modified by the pathway branching enzymes F3’H and F3’5’H which add 
hydroxyl groups to the flavonoid B-ring. At each branching node of this series of hydroxylating steps, 
FLS and DFR can compete for dihydroflavonol substrate. FLS action yields the flavonols kaempferol, 
quercetin and myricetin, in increasing B-ring hydroxylation order. The anthocyanins are produced by 
the sequential action of DFR and ANS. Further modifications by a suite of six enzymes yield, in 
increasing B-ring hydroxylation order: the brick-red to orange pelargonidin, the red to magenta 
cyanidin and peonidin as well as the blue to purple delphinidin, petunidin, and malvidin. In Petunia, 
the enzyme DFR does not accept DHK as a substrate, causing the absence of the orange-red 
pelargonidin (indicated in light gray arrows). The enzyme FLS has low activity on DHM causing the 
severely reduced presence of myricetin. Increased hydroxylation of anthocyanidins through the 
action of F3’H/HT1 and F3’5’H/HF shift color from red towards purple-blue. Glycosylation, acylation, 
and methylation of the anthocyanidin backbone by a set of six enzymes has a similar effect.  
Abbreviations: DHK, dihydrokaempferol; DHQ, dihydroquercetin; DHM, dihydromyricetin; F3’H/HT1, 
flavonoid-3’-hydroxylase, encoded by HT1; F3’5’H/HF, flavonoid-3’5’-hydroxylase, encoded by HF1 
and HF2; FLS, flavonol synthase; DFR, dihydroflavonol-4-reductase; 3GT, anthocyanin-3-
glucosyltransferase; ART, anthocyanin rhamnosyltransferase; AAT, anthocyanin acyltransferase; 5GT, 
anthocyanin 5 glucosyltransferase; 3’AMT, 3’-anthocyanin methyltransferase; 3’5’AMT, 3’5’-
anthocyanin methyltransferase. 
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Evolutionary changes in genes of the flavonoid pathway have been implicated in adaptation to 

pollinators in many plant taxa, and the in-depth knowledge of the flavonoid pathway makes 

informed prediction of the evolutionary mechanisms of color change possible. For instance, 

mutations in regulatory genes predominantly lead to loss of visible flower color [13, 26-30]. In 

contrast, mutations in the biosynthetic genes, whether by inactivation, deletion or down-regulation, 

predominate in color transitions [9, 14, 31-36]. Thus, these findings help to pinpoint mutations 

involved in changing floral color between species, whether it is a loss, a gain, or a shift.  

To identify mutations that drive floral color evolution, we chose the recently and adaptively radiated 

South-American genus Petunia (Solanaceae). Twenty species of Petunia are recognized and are 

separated into two distinct clades based on major phenotypic differences; they are thus named the 

short-tube clade and long-tube clade (also known as clade I and II, respectively), which split ~2.85 to 

1.3 million years ago (MYA) [37, 38]. Like in many flowering genera, flower color in Petunia is 

associated with different pollination syndromes. The fourteen species of the short-tube clade are 

bee-pollinated and have the ancestral purple flowers, whereas the species of the long-tube clade are 

diverse in flower color and pollinators [39]. Specifically, P. axillaris flowers are white, UV-absorbent, 

and hawkmoth-pollinated, P. exserta is bright red, UV-reflective, and hummingbird-pollinated, and 

the bee-pollinated P. secreta is purple and UV-reflective (Figure 2A and 2B). Hybridization between 

Petunia species is possible, but in nature only observed between species of the long-tube clade [37, 

40, 41]. Thus, the main isolating mechanisms in Petunia are thought to be geography and pollinator 

preference, with no evidence for postzygotic barriers [42].  

 

Figure 2 Phylogenetic relationship 
and color phenotypes of the species 
of Petunia. (A) Species tree adapted 
from a maximum likelihood analysis 
based on 399,673 nucleotide sites 
revealed from RNAseq data of the 
four species. The tree was rooted 
with P. inflata. (B) The four species 
are shown photographed under 
visible (left) and UV light (right). (C) 
Concentrations of anthocyanidins 
(pink) and flavonols (grey) present in 
the four species as determined by 

LC-MS (mean  SD, n=3 per species). 
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Petunia is a model system for the study of floral pigmentation and genetic architecture of 

evolutionary shifts in pigmentation [43]. For example, the loss of color (purple to white) during the 

transition from bee- to hawkmoth-pollination in P. axillaris is simple and involves inactivating 

mutations in the gene encoding the R2R3-MYB transcription factor AN2 [13, 26]. Likewise, loss of UV 

pigmentation in the transition from hawkmoth- to hummingbird-pollination was accompanied by a 

frameshift mutation in the R2R3-MYB transcription factor MYB-FL, leading from UV-absorbent 

flowers in P. axillaris to UV-reflective ones in P. exserta [16]. Thus, shifts in visible and UV color are 

attributed to mutations in MYB transcription factors with large phenotypic effect, allowing for 

subsequent adaptation to different pollinators. However, our understanding of the evolution of 

flower color in Petunia remains incomplete. The observed color variation among species of the long-

tube clade could be the result of either an independent loss of color in the white P. axillaris or a 

reacquisition of color in the purple P. secreta and red P. exserta. Re-gain of anthocyanin 

pigmentation is a less likely scenario: first, since reacquiring a gene function is more demanding than 

losing it; second, because once a pathway becomes obsolete, release from selective pressure will 

leave its genes free to accumulate deleterious mutations [44, 45], making reversal less likely with the 

passing of time. Indeed observed losses of floral pigmentation appear to be largely unidirectional, 

reviewed in [4].  

Here we used phylogenetic reconstructions, sequence comparisons, as well as functional analyses to 

demonstrate that P. secreta is colored due to the improbable and independent reacquisition of AN2 

function. This rare example of gene resurrection and trait reversal conforms to the essence of 

Dollo’s second law [46-49] and contributes to long-standing questions of how evolution proceeds.  

 

Results 

Colored Petunia species in the long-tube clade are sister to the white-flowered species  

Phylogenic trees of recent radiations often lack resolution due to ongoing gene flow, incomplete 

lineage sorting, and standing genetic variation [50, 51]. A robust phylogenetic reconstruction is, 

however, a prerequisite for determining the direction of evolutionary changes. Previously, the 

separation of the short-tube and the long-tube clades has been well supported, but relationships 

within the clades are uncertain and highly influenced by the loci used [38, 39]. We constructed a 

species tree of our four studied species with the goal of resolving long-tube species relationships 

based on two different datasets. First, we used a concatenated maximum likelihood approach with 

approximately 400,000 SNPs (40,758 informative sites) positioned in genic regions spread over the 
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genome. Second, amino acid sequences of 984 shared single copy orthologs were used to estimate a 

genomic-scale coalescent-based species tree. Both approaches yielded the same topology. The 

species tree is strongly supported at its nodes and shows, in contrast to the previously published 

species tree [39], that in the long-tube clade the pigmented P. secreta and P. exserta form a species 

pair that is sister to the white-flowered P. axillaris (SNP tree shown in Figure 2A, see STAR Methods).  

The R2R3-MYB transcription factor AN2 is a hotspot for color evolution 

The transcription factor AN2 has played a major role in Petunia flower color trait evolution [13, 26], 

but its sequence and functionality have not yet been established for most of the genus. We 

therefore reconstructed the evolutionary history of this gene across Petunia with the multispecies 

coalescent method using both coding and genomic AN2 sequences of all species. Similar to the 

previously published Petunia species tree [39], our phylogenetic analysis of the AN2 gene showed a 

robust separation in the short-tube and long-tube clades (rather than separating according to flower 

color), but relationships within these clades remain unresolved (Figures 3A and S1).  

 

Figure 3 The R2R3-MYB transcription factor AN2 is a hotspot for color evolution. (A) Bayesian 
inference of coding sequences of the Petunia AN2 gene. H1 and H11 encode functional proteins, 
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whereas H2-H10 are pseudogenes. (B) Graphical display of the coding region of AN2 ordered into 
the eleven haplotypes (H) classified according to the nature and position of the inactivating 
mutations. ATG, start codon: nt380: nucleotide 380; inverted triangle, indel, with number above 
indicating number of bases deleted or inserted; red star, stop codon. (C) Partial nucleotide and 
translated protein sequences of the short-tube species P. inflata (H1), P. axillaris/P. exserta (H10), 
and P. secreta (H11). The 1-bp deletion in P. axillaris/P. exserta translates into a truncated protein. A 
compensatory 2-bp deletion leads to the functional AN2 of P. secreta. (D) Introduction and silencing 
of the P. secreta AN2 gene modifies floral color: From left to right: P. axillaris; transgenic P. 
axillaris::AN2P. secreta; P. secreta; P. secretaAN2-VIGS, note the white spots on the purple flower. Starred 
accessions are based on the coding sequence, see Table S1. See also Figures S1 and S2. 

 

The AN2 sequences could be further grouped into eleven haplotypes (H1-H11) by considering 

exclusively those SNPs that affect AN2 protein function ignoring other sequence variation (Figures 

3A, 3B, and S1 and Table S1). H1 is shared by all short-tube clade species and encodes an intact AN2 

protein, as expected for these purple-flowered species [13]. In 123 P. axillaris accessions, seven 

distinct haplotypes are present (Tables S1 and S2; see also [13]). H2, H3, and H4 contain premature 

stop codons; H5, H6, H7, and H10 have frameshifts (Figure 3B). Therefore, these AN2 haplotypes 

encode truncated, non-functional AN2 proteins in line with the loss of anthocyanins in P. axillaris 

[13, 26]. Among 42 P. exserta accessions, three haplotypes were found, all containing nonsense or 

frameshift mutations (Figure 3A and 3B and Tables S1 and S2). H8 and H9 are unique to P. exserta, 

whereas H10 is shared with P. axillaris (Figures 3A, 3B, and S1 and Tables S1 and S2). Interestingly, 

even though P. exserta flowers are intensely pigmented with anthocyanins (Figure 2B and 2C), they 

contain inactive AN2 genes and must synthesize anthocyanins by an AN2-independent mechanism. 

In contrast, all 25 P. secreta accessions investigated have a single AN2 haplotype: H11, which 

contains deletions of nucleotide (nt) positions 380 and 383-384 relative to the coding region of the 

active AN2 protein of the short-tube clade. This results in the replacement of amino acids ASN-LYS 

by THR in P. secreta (Figure 3C). P. secreta AN2 is highly expressed in immature petals (Figure 4 and 

Table S3) and stable expression of P. secreta AN2 in a P. axillaris background restored the purple 

flower color, whereas downregulation of AN2 by virus-induced gene silencing (VIGS) resulted in 

white sectors in the purple flowers (Figure 3D). Therefore, H11 encodes a functional AN2 protein 

that is required for the purple flower color of P. secreta.  

The functional H11 arose independently within the long-tube clade 

Although P. secreta is the only species in the long-tube clade with an intact AN2 protein, H11 did not 

derive its functionality from the short-tube clade H1. In AN2 gene trees with and without introns, P. 

secreta AN2 is placed well within the long-tube clade with high posterior support (Figures 3A and 

S1). When comparing all short-tube AN2 sequences with all long-tube AN2 sequences, 50 fixed SNPs 
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and six fixed indels were found across the gene. From these 50 SNPs, 21 are found in the exons and 

12 lead to amino acid replacements, of which seven are non-conservative missense mutations 

(Figure S2A). Thus, P. secreta contains long-tube-specific differences, distinguishing the AN2 of P. 

secreta from the AN2 of the short-tube species and placing it unequivocally in the long-tube clade 

(Figures 3A, S1, and S2). Taken together, it is highly improbable that H11 directly descended from 

the short-tube H1 based on sequence diversity and phylogenetic distance.  

Figure 4 AN2 and MYB-
FL redesign flavonoid 
pathway expression in 
P. secreta. (A) Relative 
expression as obtained 
by quantitative RT-PCR 
of the two transcription 
factor genes AN2 and 
MYB-FL as well as of 
biosynthetic genes of 
the flavonoid pathway 
conducted on stage 4 
limb tissue. Expression 
is relative to expression 
of the reference gene 
SAND. Bars show means 
of relative expression 
from three biological 
replicates, error bars 
±SE. (B) Allele-specific 
expression (ASE) 
conducted on F1 hybrids 
between P. axillaris and 
P. inflata and (C) ASE 
conducted on F1 hybrids 
between P. axillaris and 
P. secreta. N.D. = not 
determined due to lack 
of SNPs. For ASE, 
mapped reads were 
averaged over the SNPs 
between the parental 
alleles (see STAR 
Methods). Bars show 
means of mapped reads 
for the three biological 
replicates. Error bars = 
±SE. See also Figure S5 
and Tables S3 and S5.  
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What, then, could be the origin of H11? P. axillaris and P. exserta share the non-functional H10, and 

H11 of P. secreta is most closely related to this haplotype (Figures 3A, 5, S1, and S3). H10 is 

characterized by its 1-bp deletion at nt position 380 which puts a stop codon in-frame truncating the 

protein. H11 shares this 1-bp deletion, but the additional 2-bp deletion at position 383-384 restores 

the reading frame. This 2-bp deletion is the only fixed difference between H11 (P. secreta) and H10 

(P. axillaris and P. exserta) (Figure 3). There are three possible scenarios for the origin of H11 (Figure 

S4): (i) Both H10 and H11 were present as standing genetic variation in the ancestral population 

leading to the long-tube clade and were differentially fixed in the observed extant species (which 

excludes neither incomplete lineage sorting nor subsequent gene flow), (ii) H11 is an ancestral 

haplotype that gave rise to H10, or (iii) the contrary where H11 is a novel allele that arose from H10 

or an H10-like ancestor. The ancestral state reconstruction (Figure 5A) rules out the first hypothesis 

of standing genetic variation because there is no posterior support for H11 being present at the 

ancestral node of the long-tube clade (Table S4). For (ii) to be true, the independent insertion of the 

same two base pairs (nt 383-384) must have occurred at exactly the same position in two separate 

species whose divergence must have predated these events (Figures 2A and 3C), or H10 was 

subsequently shared between the two species by gene flow. In scenario (iii) an ancestral H10 could 

have led to H11 by a simple two base pair deletion only in the P. secreta lineage. Thus, from a 

parsimonious point of view it is most likely that the 2-bp deletion in H11 occurred in a subpopulation 

containing H10 (or an H10-like ancestor). It became fixed in what we now know as P. secreta, and 

H10 was maintained in P. axillaris and P. exserta populations. 

This hypothesis is further supported by our ancestral state reconstruction, which positions the 

fixation of functional H11 in a background of the non-functional H10-like ancestors (posterior 

probability of 1, Figure 5A and Table S4). Likewise, the haplotype network analysis places H11 within 

a larger group of H10 individuals (Figure 5B). When indels, such as these bp deletions, are 

considered, H11 becomes completely distinct from H10 by this 2-bp deletion, but still connected to 

the largest H10 node (Figure S3). Additionally, we observe that AN2 is identical across all P. secreta 

populations, whereas other Petunia species and populations have more than one haplotype (Table 

S2). This raises questions regarding whether the observed frequency of H11 in P. secreta is due to 

allele age, patterns of selection (i.e. selective sweep), or the result of neutral processes, 

demographic events, and/or genetic hitchhiking, but the lack of polymorphism prevents further 

insight at this time. Based on the molecular data, the ancestral state reconstruction and the 

haplotype network we propose that H11 descended from H10. This implies that the purple color of 

P. secreta was regained through the mechanism of pseudogene resurrection.  
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Figure 5 The functional H11 arose independently within the long-tube clade: ancestral state 
reconstruction of AN2 haplotypes shows that the novel P. secreta functional haplotype (H11) 
arose from the non-functional H10 of P. axillaris and P. exserta. (A) Stochastic mapping of 
haplotype evolution is shown on the AN2 gene tree. Pies at nodes represent frequencies of node 
states across 1000 simulations of haplotype character evolution. Circles at the tips represent the 
observed H1-H11. Posterior probabilities for the numbered nodes are given in Table S4. Haplotype 1 
(H1) is found in all species of the short-tube clade, and is represented as a single, collapsed tip. This 
analysis shows that the functional and derived P. secreta H11 arose from a background of non-
functional H10 haplotypes, which is shared by P. axillaris and P. exserta. (B) Median joining 
haplotype network of AN2 haplotypes with hatches representing mutations and node diameter 
proportional to the number of individuals, again showing that H11 is closely related to H10 based on 
sequence identity of unambiguous sites (see Figure S3 for haplotype network considering indels). 
See also Figures S3 and S4 and Table S4. 
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AN2 and MYB-FL redesign flavonoid pathway expression in P. secreta  

Introduction of P. secreta AN2 into P. axillaris induces anthocyanin biosynthesis, while virus-induced 

AN2 silencing in P. secreta inhibits it (Figure 3D). Therefore, P. secreta AN2 is expected to activate 

anthocyanin biosynthesis, as it does in P. inflata. Indeed, anthocyanin biosynthesis-specific loci such 

as DFR, ANS, 3GT, ART, and AAT are strongly expressed at comparable levels in both purple-flowered 

species, but are low in the white P. axillaris (Figure 4A and Table S3). In comparison, the genes 

encoding MYB-FL and FLS show the opposite expression profile, low in the UV-reflective species and 

high in the UV-absorbent P. axillaris, as expected for genes involved in flavonol biosynthesis. In order 

to determine whether the low expression of MYB-FL in P. secreta is caused by a mutation in the gene 

itself or by a trans-acting factor, we performed an allele-specific expression (ASE) analysis. In the P. 

axillaris x P. secreta F1 hybrid, 88% of MYB-FL transcripts derived from the P. axillaris allele, 

indicating a cis-regulatory mutation (Figure 4C and Table S5). Indeed, the P. secreta MYB-FL gene 

contains a Dad-one-like transposon [52], replacing the last five amino acids and introducing a stop 

codon, one codon before the canonical stop codon in P. axillaris (Figure S5; NCBI Genbank no: 

MH732766). This could cause functional impairment of the MYB-FL protein and reduced transcript 

stability due to nonsense-mediated decay (Figures 4A and S5; see also [53]).  

Combinations of AN2 and MYB-FL regulate the relative amounts of anthocyanins and flavonols 

(quantity) but also their composition (spectral quality). Composition of flavonoids is a result of 

competition between FLS and DFR, as well as the pathway branching enzymes F3’H and F3’5’H which 

catalyze the synthesis of dihydroxylated and trihydroxylated flavonoids, respectively (Figure 1). P. 

inflata and P. secreta both synthesize the trihydroxylated malvidin and petunidin (Figure 6A and 6C). 

P. axillaris is unable to synthesize high amounts of trihydroxylated flavonols due to the low affinity 

of Petunia FLS for the precursor dihydromyricetin (Figures 1 and 6B, [54]). Instead, P. axillaris 

synthesizes large quantities of the dihydroxylated quercetin (Figures 1 and 6B). This implies that the 

reversal to bee-pollination involved redirection of the biosynthetic flux back to the trihydroxylated 

branch of the pathway. In Petunia, F3’H is encoded by HT1 (further referred to as F3’H/HT1) and 

F3’5’H is encoded by HF1 and HF2 (further referred to as F3’5’H/HF1 and F3’5’H/HF2, [55]). In the 

purple species, F3’H/HT1 is lowly expressed, whereas F3’5’H/HF1/HF2 are highly expressed (Figure 

4A and Table S3), which is consistent with the synthesis of trihydroxylated malvidin and petunidin in 

these species (Figure 6A and 6C). In P. axillaris, this pattern is reversed: expression of F3’H/HT1 is 

very high and expression of the F3’5’H/HF genes is low, consistent with the presence of the 

dihydroxylated quercetin. In the P. axillaris x P. inflata F1, as well as the P. axillaris x P. secreta F1, the 

F3’H/HT1 gene is expressed from both parental alleles indicating trans-activation, presumably by the 
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P. axillaris copy of MYB-FL. In the P. axillaris x P. inflata F1, 93% of the F3’5’H/HF1 transcripts and 

80% of the F3’5’H/HF2 transcripts originate from the P. inflata allele, indicating that in addition to 

the lack of trans-activation by AN2, cis-regulatory mutations must be present in the P. axillaris 

copies of the genes (Figure 4B). Note that the sequence identity between the F3’5’H/HF loci of P. 

axillaris and P. secreta prevented the estimation of allele-specific expression in their F1 hybrid, so we 

are unable to determine whether this difference is due to an effect in cis or trans (Figure 4C). 

Therefore, the change in hydroxylation status was brought about by MYB-FL-dependent activation of 

F3’H/HT1 and strong reduction of the expression of the two F3’5’H/HF genes due to lack of AN2 

activity as well as potential cis-regulatory changes in the genes themselves. The reversal to bee-

pollination in P. secreta therefore required the inactivation of MYB-FL together with the resurrection 

of AN2 causing loss of flavonol synthesis and the reactivation of the synthesis of trihydroxylated 

anthocyanins.  

 

Figure 6 Summary flavonoid pathway fluxes after AN2 inactivation and resurrection in Petunia. 
Simplified flavonoid pathway (see also Figure 1) for each species explaining the different flower 
colors found for the species of the genus Petunia. Anthocyanidins (visible color pigments): 
delphinidin, petunidin, and malvidin. Flavonols (UV color pigments): kaempferol, quercetin, and 
myricetin. Flavonoid extracts were separated by LC-MS (see STAR Methods). Error bars = ±SD. (A) In 
P. inflata the combination of active AN2, low expression of MYB-FL and F3’H/HT1, and high 
expression of the F3’5’H/HF genes direct flavonoid biosynthesis towards the purple petunidin and 
malvidin. (B)  In P. axillaris, the combination of inactive AN2, highly expressed MYB-FL and F3’H/HT1 
as well as low expression of F3’5’H/HF directs flavonoid synthesis towards the flavonol quercetin. (C) 
The resurrection of AN2 in P. secreta restores the pathway as it operates in P. inflata. See also Table 
S7. 
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Discussion 

The in-depth knowledge of the biochemistry and genetics of the flavonoid pathway offers unique 

opportunities to study the evolution of flower color and, in a broader context, the evolution of 

pollination syndromes. While all species of the Petunia short-tube clade have the ancestral purple 

flower color and are pollinated by bees, three different pollination syndromes are present in the 

closely related species of the long-tube clade. Our phylogeny of the genus Petunia clarifies 

relationships within the long-tube clade, with the white P. axillaris being sister to the colored P. 

secreta and P. exserta (Figure 2A and 2B).  

Knowing the evolutionary importance of AN2 in the loss of pigmentation in P. axillaris [13, 26], we 

used a much larger data set to confirm that all P. axillaris accessions contain AN2 sequences with 

nonsense or frameshift mutations leading to truncated proteins (Table S2). Introduction of AN2 into 

P. axillaris causes the synthesis of petunidin and malvidin indicating that the structural genes in the 

pathway are intact (Figure 3D). Induced mutagenesis experiments in P. hybrida have uncovered loss 

of color mutations in many structural and regulatory genes of the anthocyanin pathway [56]. This 

rules out that AN2 is a preferred target for mutagenesis per se and suggests that the evolutionary 

preference for AN2 mutations represents a case of optimal pleiotropy [57].  

In P. axillaris, the synthesis of large quantities of the flavonol quercetin required the upregulation of 

MYB-FL [16]. In addition, our data indicate a severe cis-reduction of the expression of the two 

F3’5’H/HF genes and a strong upregulation of HT1, presumably by MYB-FL. Genetic evidence from P. 

hybrida indicates that F3’5’H/HF1 is epistatic over F3’5’H/HF2 and F3’H/HT1 [55]. Moreover, Petunia 

FLS has a low affinity for the trihydroxylated precursors but efficiently accepts the dihydroxylated 

precursors [54]. Thus, the hydroxylation status of the precursors is important for the relative 

abundance of anthocyanins versus flavonols. Therefore, the switch from anthocyanins to flavonols 

during the evolution of hawkmoth-pollination in Petunia proceeded through mutations in AN2 and 

MYB-FL, and most likely the F3’5’H/HF genes as well.  

P. secreta presents an outstanding case of trait re-gain during reversal to bee-pollination. At the 

same time, it is important to note that while color and bee visitation have been restored, P. secreta 

retains the typical long-tube floral morphology, which limits bee visitors to collecting pollen. 

Pollinator observations found that P. secreta attracts small halictid bees (Apoidea, Halictidae; as 

opposed to short-tube species’ solitary bee pollinators of the Andrenidae and Colletidae) who 

indeed collect pollen rather than nectar [58].  
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A transposon insertion in the MYB-FL gene reduces the competing flavonol biosynthesis (Figures 1, 

6, and S5), but, most interestingly, we found a functional AN2 in P. secreta. Based on comparative 

AN2 sequence analysis, ancestral state reconstruction and the structure of the AN2 haplotype 

network, we conclude that the functional H11 haplotype evolved independently within the long-

tube clade. Note that the reference accession P. axillaris N used here contains AN2 haplotype H7 

(Figure 3B), which is not only inactive but also very lowly expressed (Figure 4A). The expression 

levels of the P. axillaris AN2 haplotypes vary between accessions [13] and members of the non-

functional H10 clade do express AN2 at appreciable levels [13]. Therefore, the P. secreta AN2 allele 

most likely derived from a non-functional but expressed H10 haplotype. In summary, the functional 

P. secreta AN2 is a long-tube allele that arose through a compensatory 2-bp deletion, a rare case of 

pseudogene resurrection. The occurrence of this 2-bp deletion in the close vicinity of the 1-bp 

deletion may represent a rare event, but it is also biochemically simple and most likely happened in 

a single step. Similarly, the inactivation of MYB-FL by transposon insertion must have been a single 

event. Thus, the color reversal in P. secreta did not proceed through the gradual accumulation of 

multiple independent small-effect mutations in these two genes, but through one to two mutations 

with large phenotypic effects on color. Even though flower color is often considered to be a “simple” 

trait, flavonoid biosynthesis is not simple since it involves substrate competition and specificities at 

its branching points. Anthocyanins and flavonols also serve as abiotic stress protectants, male 

fertility factors, and inhibitors of polar auxin transport [21]. Their synthesis is intertwined with the 

synthesis of lignins, phytoalexins, and benzenoid volatiles, compounds with essential functions in 

cell wall structure, defense, and pollinator attraction, respectively [21]. The complexity of such a 

biochemical network puts severe constraints on network flexibility and restricts the mutational 

potential via selection [59, 60]. Our data add to the accumulating evidence that major changes in 

complex traits can happen through few mutations of major effect. Such mutations are expected 

when the phenotype is displaced far from its adaptive optimum [61], a scenario that may apply 

particularly well during pollinator shifts or more generally when caused by biotic selection as 

compared to abiotic selection [62]. 

In 1893, the paleontologist Louis Dollo postulated that evolution is not easily reversed in that an 

organism cannot return to a previous state [5]. Only a few cases in support of this have been 

reported [63, 64], causing a systematic re-thinking of Dollo’s laws and focusing instead on trait 

irreversibility [65]. Interpreting this second of Dollo’s laws in modern terms [6], the resurrection of a 

functional AN2 in P. secreta can be considered a return to a previous character state, as evidenced 

by the almost identical flavonoid gene expression patterns and color profiles of P. inflata and P. 

secreta. However, P. secreta AN2 evolved in the long-tube clade from an AN2 pseudogene and since 
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the long-tube clade itself is young, Dollo’s law becomes less strictly applicable. In fact, it has been 

suggested that for groups undergoing recent adaptive radiations, seemingly lost traits may "flicker" 

on and off, resulting in a discordant distribution of character states across the phylogenetic tree, 

with reactivation events especially likely in an evolutionary time scale of 0.5-6 MYA [66]. The 

reacquisition of AN2 functionality in the P. secreta H11 allele works in this adjusted framework with 

the adaptive radiation of Petunia dated between 1.3 [60] and 2.85 MYA [61]. Consequently, the 

divergence of H11 and H10 alleles within the long-tube clade must have happened after the 

adaptive radiation and before the present. It follows that the focus of recent literature, and 

especially of the flower color literature, has shifted from permanent losses of traits to the degree of 

irreversibility [65, 67, 68]. As such, the pseudogenization of AN2 and its subsequent resurrection is 

an example of trait and gene function reversibility.  
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STAR METHODS 

CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING 

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be 

fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Cris Kuhlemeier (cris.kuhlemeier@ips.unibe.ch).  

 

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS 

Wild accessions have been previously described [16, 40, 41] and are listed in Tables S1 and S2. The 

reference accession Petunia axillaris N (hereafter referred to as P. axillaris) is from the Rostock 

Botanical Garden (Germany); P. inflata S6 was provided by R. Koes (University of Amsterdam, the 

Netherlands); P. exserta from R.J. Griesbach (USDA, Beltsville, USA). P. secreta was collected in its 

natural habitat (Tables S1 and S2); a voucher is deposited at the herbarium of the Universidade 

Federal de Minas Gerais, Belo Horizonte, Brazil. Plants were grown in a growth chamber under a 

light:dark regime of 15:9 h at 22:17°C in commercial soil (70% Klasman substrate, 15% Seramis clay 

granules, 15% quartz sand) and fertilized once a week (Nitrogen-Phosphorous-Potassium and Iron).  

 

METHOD DETAILS 

Color and UV images 

Color images were recorded using a Panasonic DMC-TZ10 camera. UV pictures were recorded using 

a Nikon 60 mm 2.8D microlens with a Nikon D7000 SLR camera converted to record UV light using a 

UV-specific filter (blocking visible and infrared light).  

DNA/RNA manipulations  

Genomic DNA extraction was performed with a modified CTAB method [69]; except for wild 

accessions, which was performed as described previously [40]. For RNA extractions, all tissue was 

homogenized in liquid nitrogen. Extraction was carried out with the RNeasy Plant Mini Kit (Qiagen) 

replacing β-mercaptoethanol by dithiothreitol. DNA and RNA were quantified with a Nanodrop ND-

1000 (Thermo Fisher); RNA was additionally analyzed on a Bioanalyzer 2100 (Agilent Technologies) 

prior to cDNA preparation.  

Transgenic complementation 

mailto:cris.kuhlemeier@ips.unibe.ch
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Transgenic complementation was performed as described [13] using the AN2 gene of P. secreta with 

its introns, under the control of the CaMV 35S promoter. Three positive transgenic plants were 

obtained, that displayed similar pink floral phenotypes with AN2 being expressed.  

Virus induced gene silencing 

VIGS was performed as described [70] using Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain GV3101 transformed 

with pTRV1 and pTRV2 derivatives (pTRV1 (CD3-1039), pTRV2 carrying a multiple cloning site (CD3-

1040)). To generate pTRV2 carrying the P. secreta AN2 gene, 334 bp of AN2 were amplified via PCR 

of floral cDNA. This fragment of AN2 is located at the 3’ end of the gene, which is more specific, to 

reduce off-target effects. BamHI and EcoRI sites added during PCR are shown in italics in the forward 

and reverse primers, respectively, and are listed in Table S6. Four plants were infiltrated with pTRV2-

P. secreta-AN2; three infiltration buffer control plants and two PDS control plants (PDS: phytoene 

desaturase from Nicotiana benthamiana, which causes photobleaching and is used as a positive 

control for VIGS efficiency) were done. pTRV2-P. secreta-AN2 infiltrated plants showed in at least 

70% of the flowers the white spots on the otherwise purple flowers, whereas neither controls 

showed any flower-specific phenotypes.  

Genotyping 

AN2 sequences were amplified from genomic DNA either with Phusion polymerase (NEB) or Q5 

polymerase (NEB) with primers designed on the 5' and 3' UTRs of the gene (listed in Table S6). PCR 

condition followed the instruction of the supplier with an annealing temperature of 59°C and 1:30 

min elongation in 35 cycles. Likewise, primers used to amplify Calibrachoa ovalifolia as outgroup 

(NCBI Genbank MH732767) are listed in Table S6. Full-length AN2 sequences for gene tree 

reconstruction were obtained for a subset of the accessions (Table S1) either by cloning (pGEM-T 

Easy kit, Promega) and Sanger sequencing (Microsynth, Balgach, Switzerland) using primers listed in 

Table S6 or by sequencing with both amplification primers without prior cloning (GATC, Cologne, 

Germany; Table S6). Since for most sequences we only wanted to verify the diagnostic position at 

nucleotide 380 (Table S2; see also Figure 3B) the majority of the amplification products were 

purified with the NucleoFast Kit (Machery-Nagel) and sequenced using only the reverse amplification 

primer (Table S6) to reveal this diagnostic position. All received sequences were manually inspected 

and aligned to existing AN2 sequences in Geneious® 9.0.5 (Biomatters). Intron and exon borders 

were annotated by aligning genomic DNA to cDNA, the latter obtained from previous work [13]. For 

each sequence listed in Table S1, NCBI Genbank accessions are given. 

Quantitative RT-PCR 
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In addition to the transcription factors MYB-FL and AN2, all known biosynthetic genes of the 

flavonoid pathway [71] were investigated for their expression level. Primer sequences, including the 

one for the reference gene SAND [72], are listed in Table S6 and were derived from aligned 

sequences of the three species using sequence information available on NCBI or solgenomics.net. 

Each time one bud (stage 4) was collected from each of three different plants of each species 

representing three biological replicates (n = 12); P. axillaris and P. secreta (bud length: 22-30 mm), P. 

inflata (9-13 mm). Samples were immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C until 

extraction. Corolla limb tissue was used for RNA extraction, extracted RNA treated with DNAse I 

(Sigma-Aldrich), and subsequently quality measurements done on a 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent) 

discarding samples with a RIN value below 8.5. First strand synthesis was performed with random 

hexamer primers using the Transcriptor Universal cDNA Master (Roche) kit according to the supplier. 

Quantitative RT-PCR experiments were performed using the LightCycler® 96 Real-Time PCR System 

(Roche) with KAPA SYBR® FAST qPCR Kit optimized for LightCycler® 480 (KAPA Biosystems), 

according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. Reactions were run in triplicate for each data 

point, means of these technical replicates were taken as the value for the biological replicate. Cycle 

of quantification (Cq) thresholds and normalization calculations were determined by the 

LightCycler® 480 Software (v.1.1.0.1320; Roche). Standard curves were used to determine the PCR 

efficiencies. The SAND reference gene and controls with no-reverse transcription were included for 

each sample. For each of the flavonoid genes of interest, pairwise comparisons of the mean relative 

gene expression values were made among the three species in R (v3.3.3, http://www.R-project.org/) 

using the TukeyHSD function. 

RNA sequencing 

To detect allele-specific expression (ASE) in P. axillaris x P. inflata F1 and P. axillaris x P. secreta F1 

hybrids, three biological replicates were used for each parental line and the respective F1 

(SRP159913, SRP155164, SRP155427). Limb tissue was harvested at stage 4 buds (P. axillaris/P. 

secreta: 22-30 mm, P. inflata: 10-15 mm, P. axillaris x P. inflata F1: 17.5-23.5 mm, and P. axillaris x P. 

secreta F1: 22-30 mm) from plants grown under controlled conditions. RNA was sequenced in the 

Lausanne Genomic Technologies Facility (Lausanne, Switzerland). Quality of RNA was checked using 

a Fragment Analyzer (Advanced Analytical). RNA Quality Numbers (RQN) of the samples ranged from 

7.7 to 9.6. Libraries were prepared using Illumina TruSeq PE Cluster Kit v3 and sequenced on a total 

of six lanes on Illumina HiSeq 2500 as single-end 100nt reads. Sequencing data was processed using 

the Illumina Pipeline Software v.1.82. 

Read processing 
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All read data was processed with Trimmomatic v.0.36 [73] to remove Illumina adapter sequences 

and trim low-quality regions. After trimming, reads shorter than 60 bp were discarded. These pre-

processed reads were mapped against the draft reference genome of P. axillaris (v.1.6.2, [74]) using 

the SNP-tolerant and splice-aware aligner GSNAP (v.2016-11-07, [75, 76]). To allow for extended 

variation between reference and reads, the “–m” option was set to 0.04 for samples other than P. 

axillaris. 

Allele-specific expression analyses   

Variants were detected with GATK according to GATK Best Practices for RNA-seq data [77]. In short, 

after duplicate marking and splitting reads with N in their CIGAR string, local realignment around 

indels was undertaken and base quality scores were recalibrated, using a set of high quality SNPs 

determined by an initial run of the HaplotypeCaller [78]. Allelic coverage for variant positions was 

detected with ASEReadCounter implemented in GATK [75, 78]. Analyses of allelic imbalance were 

conducted in R (v3.3.3, http://www.R-project.org/) with the package MBASED (v.1.2.0) [79]. 

Parameters of read count over-dispersion were estimated with a custom R script provided by the 

author of the MBASED package. P-values of ASE were corrected for multiple comparisons using the 

p.adjust function with the “BH” method in R base package “stats” (v3.3.3, http://www.R-

project.org/). 

P. secreta MYB-FL transposon 

Standard PCR amplification of the 3’ end of the fourth exon of the MYB-FL gene in P. secreta using 

primers previously described in [16] initially failed, so chromosome walking via fusion primer and 

nested integrated PCR (FPNI-PCR) was used, described in [80]. The forward primers used in the three 

sequential PCR amplifications were B367, B404, and B406 (Table S6), PCR protocols were followed 

according to [80] with Standard Taq polymerase (NEB). Single-band products were Sanger 

sequenced (Microsynth, Balgach, Switzerland), and aligned to P. axillaris, P. exserta, and P. inflata 

MYB-FL sequences (Genbank Accessions KT962949, KT962950, KT962951, respectively). Sequences 

were searched against NCBI Genbank. One product (696 bp) yielded 591 bp with high homology to 

exon 4 of P. axillaris, P. exserta, and P. inflata MYB-FL loci, but the remaining 135 bp in the product 

showed 96% homology to the Dad-one transposon found in P. hybrida (AY745251, [52]). To confirm 

the presence of this transposon via PCR, reverse primer B636 (Table S6) was designed inside the 

transposon to be amplified with MYB-FL forward primer (Table S6).  

To determine whether the transposon is transcribed in mRNA, a modified 3’ RACE technique was 

used [81]. Limb tissue from two stage 4 buds (22-30 mm) was harvested from P. secreta. RNA was 
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extracted and DNAse I treated as previously described in the methods for Quantitative RT-PCR. 

cDNA was synthesized with RevertAid First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) with 

the GeneRacer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) oligo-dT primer (Table S6). PCR was performed using 

forward primer B367 and a reverse primer complimentary to the oligo-dT, GRnested (Table S6). 

Nested PCR was performed on a 1:50 dilution of these products with forward primer B408 (Table 

S6), which binds 73 bp upstream of the functional stop codon of P. axillaris MYB-FL, and GRnested 

using GoTaq DNA polymerase (Promega). Conditions for both rounds of PCR followed the 

instructions of the supplier with an annealing temperature of 57.5°C, and 1:30 min elongation in 35 

cycles. The resulting product was ~180 bp, and Sanger sequence yielded 132 bp of sequence that 

connected the exon 4 of MYB-FL to the Dad-one transposon. This configuration of at least a section 

of the Dad-one transposon insertion into the exon 4 of P. secreta MYB-FL is further confirmed by a 

matching contig containing the insertion from RNA-seq analysis of P. secreta, as well as from a draft 

genome assembly of P. secreta (Figure S5). 

Reconstruction of species relationships 

Genome-wide phylogenetic analysis based on SNPs was conducted from RNA-seq reads of open-

flower tissue of P. axillaris, P. exserta, P. inflata, and P. secreta (SRA accession no: SRP155164 and 

PRJNA344560). Per species, RNA-seq reads from three biological replicates were concatenated and 

aligned against the P. axillaris genome and processed as described above in Read Processing. SNP 

detection was carried out using freebayes (v.1.1.0, [82]) with parameters “-no-mnps -no-complex -m 

10 –min-coverage 6”, obtaining a total of 931,089 variant sites.  

Bi-allelic, homozygous sites were used in a second round of variant calling using HaplotypeCaller [78] 

in “EMIT_ALL_SITES” mode. Emitted base calls of all four species were filtered for missing data 

resulting in 399,673 concatenated sites. Tree construction was performed with 40,758 polymorphic 

sites using the maximum likelihood method in IQ-TREE v1.5.2 [83]. After modeltesting with 

ModelFinder [84], options “-m TEST+ASC+R -bb 1000 -alrt1000 -b 500” were used for tree 

construction.  

To complement the SNP-based maximum likelihood approach, single copy orthologs were extracted 

using the BUSCO v3 pipeline ([85, 86]; NCBI BLAST 2.6.0+, Augustus v3.2.3 with starting species  

“tomato” [87], HMMER v.3.1b2 [88]) from the genomes of P. axillaris and P. inflata (both from [74], 

available from the Sol Genomics Network https://solgenomics.net/), draft genomes of P. exserta and 

P. secreta, and a draft transcriptome from Calibrachoa pygmea as an outgroup. Of the complete and 

single copy orthologs retrieved using BUSCO, 984 genes were shared among the five taxa. Amino 

acid sequences were aligned with MAFFT using the Guidance2 algorithm [89, 90]. Individual gene 

https://solgenomics.net/
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trees based on amino acid sequences were generated using a maximum likelihood approach, using 

the P-threads version of RAxML (raxmlHPC; v8.2.10 [91]) with automatic protein substitution model 

assignment algorithm PROTGAMMAAUTO and 100 rapid bootstraps. From these gene trees, a 

genome-scale coalescent-based species tree was estimated using ASTRAL (v5.6.2), which is suited to 

inferring a species tree from multiple gene trees while accounting for gene tree discordance [92, 93]. 

Multi-locus bootstrapping provided local posterior probabilities for ancestral nodes. The resulting 

tree is as follows: (PAX,((PEX,PSE)1:0.09024687784777805,(CPY,PIN)1:1.053454529509685));) with 

branch lengths in coalescent units. Approximately 62.2% of the induced quartet trees from the gene 

trees (3061 out of 4920) could be found in the species tree. As the ASTRAL coalescent tree agreed 

with the topology of the SNP-based method, we only displayed the latter in the text. 

AN2 gene trees 

AN2 gene trees were constructed using the genomic or derived coding sequences (cds) with 

Calibrachoa ovalifolia (NCBI Genbank no: MH732767) as an outgroup. Phylogenetic reconstruction 

was done with the subset of the data that comprise the full-length sequences including several 

accessions from each haplotype (Table S1). Missing data were coded as question marks. Model 

selection for both alignments was performed with AIC, BIC, and DT selection criteria using 

jModelTest2 v2.1.10 [94]. All three methods selected the HKY85 model with a gamma model of rate 

heterogeneity (HKY85+G) as the optimal model. Phylogenetic trees for the genomic and cds 

alignments were constructed in BEAST2 v2.4.3 [95-97], specifically using the *BEAST multispecies 

coalescent model that estimates gene trees simultaneously with the species tree; we only used the 

resulting gene trees for our analyses [98]. *BEAST was run using the HKY substitution model with 

four gamma categories, a birth-death prior, 108 MCMC chains sampled every 1000 generations, and 

a strict clock, as described in [39]. Identical runs with different priors (yule, calibrated yule, 

coalescent models) all resolved the same general topology of haplotypes. Partitions were used for 

introns and exons in the genomic analyses. The first 20% of all trees were discarded as burn-in, as 

determined by examination of effective sample size values (ESS > 200) and likelihood plots 

compared to an identical run with 106 MCMC chains in the program TRACER 1.6.0 [99]. The 

treeannotator package provided in BEAST2 was used to generate a maximum clade credibility tree 

with mean node heights. Trees and posterior probabilities were drawn in FigTree v.1.4.3 [100]. 

AN2 haplotype ancestral state reconstruction  

The evolution of haplotypes was estimated using R (v3.3.3) and the packages phytools (v0.6-0; [101]) 

and ape (v4.1; [102]), following the protocol described on the phytools website for discrete 
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characters (http://www.phytools.org/eqg2015/asr.html). Since all short-tube clade species have one 

haplotype, they were collapsed into a single, representative tip. Next, the AN2 gene tree described 

above was made ultrametric using the chronopl function from the ape package, using 2.85 MYA as 

the minimum age of the Petunia clade [38]. All haplotypes were coded as discrete characters. Three 

character transition models (equal rates, ER, 1 parameter; all-rates-different, ARD, 132 parameters; 

symmetric, SYM, 66 parameters) were compared using a log-likelihood ratio test, where the ER 

model was the best fit. 

Marginal ancestral states of internal/ancestral nodes were estimated with the continuous-time 

Markov chain model, or the Mk model, with the ace function in the ape R package. Stochastic 

character mapping was then used to sample the posterior probabilities of ancestral nodes using the 

phytools package make.simmap function, with 1000 stochastic character map simulations, and were 

summarized using the describe.simmap function. Resulting ancestral state reconstructions from the 

two methods were highly correlated (mean pairwise Spearman correlation, r = 0.54). Therefore we 

present results from the stochastic character mapping, as it samples unambiguous histories for 

discrete character evolution.  

AN2 haplotype network analysis 

The AN2 sequence alignment of the coding sequence was used. Individual haplotypes were 

identified and phased using DNASP 5.10.01 [103]; sites with gaps were considered and invariable 

sites removed. The evolutionary relationships among haplotypes were estimated with PopART 

(http://popart.otago.ac.nz) using the median-joining network method and  = 0 [104]. According to 

the median joining method, PopART assigns ambiguous sites (including indels) to the setting of the 

most common definite state of the alignment with ties being broken arbitrarily. This method does 

not explicitly handle indels, and so haplotypes distinguished by indels (e.g. H11) are not separated 

into distinct nodes unless alternate coding techniques are used. Thus, to incorporate indels all gaps 

were coded as Ts (nucleotide chosen arbitrarily) to force their inclusion, and re-ran the analysis as a 

companion haplotype network to the previous analysis. 

UPLC-UV-MS quantification of flavonoids 

Flavonoid extraction 

Fresh limb tissue of three individuals per species (P. inflata, P. axillaris, P. secreta, P. exserta; total n 

= 12) was weighed and placed overnight in 1 mL of 2M HCl in a darkened 2 mL screw-cap tube. 

Flavonoid extraction was performed via acid hydrolysis and phase separation, resulting in two 
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fractions per sample: one containing flavonols and the other containing anthocyanidins. The 

extraction procedure is previously described [105], with a modified acid hydrolysis time of 90 

minutes. Final extracts were dried at 4°C and stored at -20°C. Samples were re-suspended in 75% 

MeOH with 1% formic acid (v/v) and the two fractions per sample were combined for LC-MS 

analysis, except for P. axillaris samples which were analyzed separately due to the disparate 

concentrations of flavonols and anthocyanidins.  

LC-MS-UV detection 

Waters Aquity I-Class UPLC system was used with a binary solvent manager, Sample Manager-FL 

autosampler, eLambda Detector 800 nm photodiode array, and QDa Detector (single quadrupole 

mass spectrometer with ESI). All data was visualized using MassLynx v4.1 SCN888 and peaks were 

integrated with the included TargetLynx. Samples were cooled at 4°C before injection in the 

autosampler, and 5 μl of each sample was injected onto an ACQUITY UPLC® BEH C18 1.7 µm column 

kept at 40°C with a flow rate of 0.2 mL/min. Solvent A = H2O: acetonitrile: formic acid 98.9: 1: 0.1; 

Solvent B = Acetonitrile: formic acid 99.9: 0.1. A 23-minute gradient with linear and nonlinear ramps 

(exponential increases represented as Waters gradient curve numbers) was established with the 

following conditions: 0-2 min 99% A, linear; 2-10 min 85% A, curve 7; 10-13 min 80% A, curve 9; 13-

19 min 40% A, linear; 19-21 min hold at 0% A, 21.1-23 min 99% A, linear. Peaks were detected using 

a coupled Waters Acquity PDA (model: UPLC eLambda 800 nm) at 520 nm (anthocyanidins) and 365 

nm (flavonols), scanning from 190 to 790 nm at a resolution of 1.2 nm and a sampling rate of 20 

points/sec. Mass spectrometry with a Waters QDa detector coupled to the UPLC system was used to 

verify compound identity, in addition to retention time and UV spectra. Flavonoids were detected in 

positive electrospray ionization mode (m/z 150-400) from 0-21 minutes, with data collection in 

centroid mode, scan time 0.195 sec, capillary voltage 0.80 kV, cone voltage 10V, ion source 

temperature 120°C and probe temperature 600°C. As the pre-selected ionization parameters caused 

only little fragmentation, only the precursor ions were considered ([M+H]+ in ESI+ mode) for 

compound identification.  

Compound identification and quantification 

Standard compounds (delphinidin, cyanidin, petunidin, peonidin, malvidin, and pelargonidin 

chlorides, kaempferol, quercetin, and myricetin; Extrasynthese, Genay, France) were prepared into a 

dilution series for compound quantitation. Flavonoid compounds were identified by comparison to 

standard compound retention time, UV spectra, and mass (Table S7). Means and standard 

deviations per compound were calculated per species by averaging biological replicates. 

Additionally, total anthocyanidins and total flavonols were calculated per species by summing the 
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amounts of each class of compound. For P. exserta, only total anthocyanidins and total flavonols 

values were calculated. 

 

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

All statistics were calculated in R (v3.3.3). All measured data are presented as means  SD or SE and 

specified along with sample sizes (n) in the methods and in figure legends. Comparisons between 

groups for the analysis of qRT-PCR was performed with Tukey’s Honest Significance Differences, and 

significance levels are marked as: * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, **** p < 0.001. Gene-level measures of 

allele specific expression (ASE) were performed with the MBASED R-package [79], which used a one-

sample analysis that tests whether a single haplotype is over- or under-represented relative to the 

other haplotype based on allelic counts at individual single nucleotide variations (described in 

greater detail in the MBASED package vignette). P-values represent a significant deviation from a 

50:50 haplotype representation over the gene, and were additionally corrected for multiple 

comparisons (number of comparisons = number of genes in dataset) using the Benjamini & 

Hochberg/False Discovery Rate of 5% method. 

 

DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY 

Phylogenetic trees, AN2 gene alignments, and R-scripts with allele-specific expression analysis can 

be found on the GitHub repository (https://github.com/Kuhlemeier-

lab/Pseudogenization_and_resurrection_CB). Primers are listed in Table S6. Sequenced genes are 

deposited in the NCBI GenBank database, and sequence reads are deposited in the NCBI SRA 

database, listed in the text and the Key Resources Table (section “Deposited Data”). All software and 

algorithms are available from the references listed in the Key Resources Table (section “Software 

and Algorithms”). 

 

Supplemental item titles 

Table S1 Accessions of the Petunia species sequenced for the AN2 gene tree reconstruction. 

Related to STAR Methods. 
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